
Witness the Epic War on the Gods with the
Exclusive Limited Edition Boxset!
Are you ready for a mind-blowing fantasy adventure that transcends the realms of
mortals and immortals? Brace yourself, for the War on the Gods is upon us!
Unleashing unparalleled power, divine battles, and unimaginable sacrifices; this
epic saga will leave you breathless and craving for more.

Join the Battle

Step into a world where gods walk among men, their towering presence felt in
every corner of the celestial realms. For centuries, peace prevailed as they
guided humanity with their wisdom and power. But a sinister force has emerged,
threatening to dethrone these divine beings and plunge the world into darkness.

In this exhilarating limited edition boxset, you will witness the rise of heroes and
villains, as mortals defy their own limitations to challenge gods. From legendary
warriors to mystical sorcerers and cunning thieves, each character brings a
unique perspective and skillset to the battlefield. Through intricate storytelling and
mesmerizing visuals, you will be transported to a realm where the line between
good and evil is blurred.
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Unveiling the Exclusive Limited Edition Boxset

Prepare yourself for an immersive experience like no other. The Limited Edition
Boxset features:

A beautifully crafted hardcover collector's book, filled with stunning artwork,
character profiles, and in-depth interviews with the creators.

A set of meticulously designed figurines, depicting the most iconic characters
from the series, turning your shelves into a battleground of gods.

An exclusive behind-the-scenes documentary DVD, unveiling the secrets
and challenges faced during the production of this epic saga.

An exclusive soundtrack CD, composed by renowned musicians, enhancing
the gripping atmosphere and emotions of the series.

This limited edition boxset is a must-have for any fan of fantasy, mythology, or
epic storytelling. Immerse yourself in the world of gods and mortals, and become
part of the legacy that will be remembered for eternity!

The Long-Awaited

After years of anticipation and nail-biting suspense, the epic saga of the War on
the Gods is nearing its climactic . Sides will be chosen, alliances will be tested,
and the fate of the realms will hang in the balance.

As the final chapter unfolds, prepare yourself for astonishing revelations, heart-
wrenching sacrifices, and earth-shattering battles that will redefine the boundaries
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of power. The limited edition boxset will include the captivating series' finale,
allowing you to witness the epic whenever you desire, keeping the adventure
alive long after the credits roll.

The Time is Now

The War on the Gods Limited Edition Boxset is a celebration of the extraordinary
talent, creativity, and dedication poured into this groundbreaking series. It is a
tribute to the countless hours spent by the creators, artists, writers, and
performers who brought this epic vision to life.

As the gods assemble and draw their swords, it is time for you to join the ranks.
Arm yourself with the Limited Edition Boxset and step into a world where mortals
challenge the divine, love and betrayal intertwine, and destinies are forged amidst
the chaos of war.
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The Greek gods are real, and they've come back with a vengeance.
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Andy and Zoey are two normal teenagers living in the modern day--that is, until
they're knocked unconscious in a freak storm sweeping the United States.

When they wake up, the world they know has been tossed away. Their city is in
ruins, strange creatures walk the earth, and worst of all, everyone is gone. They
stumble across Diana and Spencer, two kids around their age who possess
incredible magical abilities, and who claim to be the demigod children of Greek
gods. Not only that, they also claim the year is 500 AS, five hundred years after
the gods conjured a massive storm that destroyed most of humanity and helped
them take the world as their own once again.

With the help of Diana and Spencer, Andy and Zoey soon discover they're
destined to play an important role in saving humanity. In fact, there's a whole
prophecy that says they're meant to lead a war on the gods--which Zeus has
been trying to prevent for centuries, apparently. But how can anyone expect two
regular teens to defeat an entire pantheon of immortal deities?

Find out how Andy and Zoey's insurmountable task unfolds in books 1 and 2 of
the fast-paced trilogy that readers are calling intense, emotional, and action-
packed.

Gods. Monsters. Magic. The War on the Gods series is perfect for fans of Greek
mythology who want a new twist on the old tales.

Praise for War on the Gods:

"Fabulous reading! Incredible world-building! Characters that come to life! Tons of
twists, lots of action!" --Dianne at Tome Tender, 



"Even the smallest of characters has a backstory, invoking such a love and
engagement in me that it was difficult to drag myself away. I loved all of our
protagonists deeply, despite their flaws and behaviours." --JK at Book Odyssey,


"This is the kind of book where you wonder why everyone isn't raving about it
because it's the best thing since sliced bread . . . Mobley did a great job writing
believable characters that grew over the course of the book but never strayed
from their original identity. The characters in this, even minor ones, were given so
much detail and show how well-thought-out the story is." --Alexia at BookishEnds,


"I enjoyed seeing a darker side to the Gods. Mostly in books and in real life, we
picture Gods as being heavenly light and pure with good intentions. I liked how
the readers for once see the greedy, hateful, controlling side as well. I highly
recommend this book and cannot wait to read the next book in the series,
Poseidon's Trident!" --Julia at Pages for Thoughts, 

"For fans of Greek mythology, this story is like a treasure trove of references that
is bound to satisfy your appetite." --Alessandro Reale, award winning author of
Only One Samantha, 

"This was a fast paced, dystopian adventure that I think fans of Percy Jackson
would enjoy. There are some darker elements, some instances of gore, and some



twists I never saw coming, so this may be better for those fans who age out of
Percy." --C.E. Clayton, author of The Monster of Selkirk series, 

"After Percy Jackson's adventures this series will be a hit of YA fantasy." --Eszter
Szika at Goodreads, 

Poseidon Trident War On The Gods: The Epic
Battle Unleashed
Legends have always fascinated us with their tales of gods and
goddesses, their powers and epic battles. Among the many stories that
have captivated humanity for centuries,...

The Helm Of Darkness: Unleashing the Wrath of
War on the Gods
Welcome, mortal, to the epic tale of The Helm of Darkness and the
relentless war it waged on the very gods that ruled over Olympus. Brace
yourself, as we dive into a world of...

Bayani Biographies: Jose Rizal Mobley - A
Fascinating Tale of Heroism
Josephine Rizal Mobley, popularly known as Jose Rizal Mobley, is an
extraordinary figure in the history of the Philippines. His life and works
have left an indelible...
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Discover the Epic Adventure of Velda The
Awesomest Viking And The Ginormous Frost
Giants!
Are you ready to embark on an incredible journey filled with bravery,
mythical creatures, and breathtaking landscapes? Join Velda, the
awesomest Viking, as she takes on the...

Tales From The Last Seasons In Eorde The
Ealdspells
Welcome to the enchanting world of Eorde, a mystical land filled with
ancient wonders and long-forgotten secrets. In this article, we will delve
into...

War On The Gods Companion Stories - An
Action-Packed Journey Through Mythology
Have you ever wondered what lies beyond the epic battles fought
between gods and mortals in ancient mythologies? If you are enchanted
by tales of gods, heroes, and mythical...

The Birds Aristophanes: A Timeless Comedy
Masterpiece
Have you ever wondered how a play written more than 2400 years ago
can still captivate audiences today? Look no further than "The Birds," a
comedic masterpiece...
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Discover the Wasted Memoir of Anorexia and
Bulimia: A Story of Struggle and Triumph
**Content Warning: This article contains sensitive information related to
eating disorders. Reader discretion is advised.** In today's fast-paced
and image-driven society,...
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